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SHORT TERM VERSUS LONG TERM.
MARKET OPPORTUNITIES AND FINANCIAL CONSTRAINTS

1. GAS DEVELOPMENTS IN EUROPE
The European market is characterised by:
• The role of gas in meeting energy demand, which varies greatly from one country to
another.
• A growing market.
• Decreasing role of domestic production.
• Increasing imports.
Gas demand in Western Europe will continue to grow substantially in the next 20
years. According to many sources this demand is expected to increase by more than
40% by 2020, when gas could account for more than 26% of total primary energy
consumption.
The main reason for such growth is increased gas consumption in the electricity
generation sector, where gas is the most efficient and cleanest fossil fuel.
Demand from the power sector will grow faster than in other sectors even if the
residential and commercial sector will contribute significantly to the growth in
overall gas demand.
The coming decades will see major changes in the structure of the gas industry,
including changes concerning the supply side.
Proven natural gas reserves in the area amount to about 7,000 Bern, representing
less than 5% of total world reserves.
In 1998, domestic production was able to cover almost 70% of the area's needs. To
fully meet total gas demand within the area, approximately 120 Bern was imported
from regions outside Western Europe, principally from the former Soviet Union and
from North Africa.
Domestic production is expected to increase up to the middle of the next decade but
to decrease in the following years in most European countries even if one considers
the potential of the North Sea. Therefore, the new supplies will come from nearby
areas (North and West Africa, the former Soviet Union and Middle East). These
regions possess more than 115,000 Bern or 75 % of the total world reserves.
New transportation structures over long-distances via pipelines or new LNG chains
must be built, involving considerable investments during the next two decades.
With a possible scenario of low oil prices, greater cooperation between exporters
and importers will be necessary in all different phases of the projects, as well as the

construction of the infrastructures. Given that distances from reserves to final
markets will increase, production and transmission costs must be reduced.
Cooperation is essential to maintain the highest possible degree of reliability and
security of supplies in view of the interest that the gas industry has in increasing its
role in the economic and energy context within the area.

2. EUROPEAN GAS DIRECTIVE
One of the main factors that could have an impact on gas market developments is
the liberalisation process deriving from the Gas Directive adopted by the European
Union in June 1998 and to be implemented at a national level by August 2000.
Within the European Union, the Gas Directive will aim at transforming single
national markets into one integrated European market by introducing the third party
access to the network for eligible clients as a mean of increasing competition
between operators.
Hence the European Union's decision to create an internal European market whilst
guaranteeing the principles of a gradual approach to the process and of reciprocity.
The reorganisation of the gas industry must be brought about by encouraging the
integration of individual national markets within the internal European market.
European integration will result in an increase in the number of operators in
individual markets, will allow the problem of safeguarding security of supplies to be
dealt with at the continent-wide level and will enable the coexistence of competition
and long-term contracts.
The introduction of competition into the gas market will be obtained by two
principal means: unbundling and third party access to networks.
Unbundling is designed to increase the transparency in the process of fixing final
prices and permit costs to be correctly allocated to the various parts of the value
chain.
Unbundling does not mean separation of companies: all the technical aspects of the
Directive are structured around the idea of the integrated operators.
Third party access (TPA) is the necessary condition for gas to gas competition,
which should lead to greater efficiency and provide a wider range of choices to endusers in relation to their needs and, of course, in terms of the final gas price.
Unbundling and TPA together may lead to a reduction in final gas prices.
The Directive pays particular attention to the question of long-term import contracts,
with take-or-pay (TOP) clauses which assure a minimum level of purchase.
Gas supplies from distant countries requires very substantial investment, during both
the production stage and the transportation stage: long-term contracts with TOP
clauses were developed in order to finance such investments.

In addition to the guarantee supplied by the contracts, TOP clauses open up credit
access to those countries which would otherwise be judged financially unreliable.
The attempt to reduce the rigidity of TOP contracts, so as to render the gas market
more 'liquid' cannot be the responsibility of just one single country, as this would
weaken for supply opportunities. This is a clear example of a problem which needs
to be dealt with at the European level.
Governments and Parliaments should maintain a strong role in directing policy: they
should take on the necessary responsibility and continuously search for the best
ways to establish an European market, whilst at the same time ensuring that gas
companies benefit from the conditions of reciprocity which create the conditions for
a more competitive gas market.

3. SHORT TERM VERSUS LONG TERM
The Gas Directive would appear to modify the form, rather than the size, of the
market and in particular the sharing of responsibility and risks among operators
(producers, suppliers and consumers).
The market in the future will offer operators the possibility to exploit opportunities
deriving mainly from demands for increased flexibility. Opportunities linked to
entrepreneurial initiatives require long-tenn investments characteristic of the gas
business.
Within this context the implementation of the Directive should involve principles
and criteria which aim, among other tilings, to achieve:
• greater degree of interconnection of the European gas system
• the construction of new production, storage and importat infrastructure
• continuing reliability of supply.
In the new institutional/competitive framework operators should act as follows:
Producers should be faced with an increasingly competitive final market in a
scenario of possible low energy prices and must be able to offset the consequent
impact on margins by reaching agreements with buyers to increase flexibility.
Suppliers should participate in the development of:
-main gas pipelines;
-LNG plants;
-interconnection of the infrastructures;
-extension of the network in new gas supply areas;
-upgrading of storage systems.

Consumers should be able to acquire personalised supplies, given a choice of
different suppliers; potential economic benefits must be seen against the acceptance
of the risk of interruption/suspension/limitation of supplies.
Risks and opportunities have to be balanced evenly between different operators,
thus avoiding the creation of'conquered territories' or 'fortresses'.
If everyone takes on their own risks and responsibilities, this will mean a wider
distribution of the risks of long-term versus short-term, currently borne by the gas
companies that are integrated, into a market that tends to favour the short-term.
Different operators have different perspectives concerning this question:
Producers make the investments needed to develop new resources if they have a
guaranteed a return of the capital invested on a long-term basis.
The operators involved in gas transmission develop new infrastructures only if
they are sufficiently assured of the fact that the new infrastructure will be used for
the medium/long-term basis. Transport tariffs must provide a cash flow sufficient to
cover operating costs and envisaged investments.
Suppliers need short/medium-term prospects for their market in order to commit
new supplies and capacity on the networks.
Consumers need gas to be delivered every day, without having to worry about the
origins of the gas. They are more interested in commercial aspects, e.g. continuity,
quality, price level, than having a specific view concerning long-term supply.
In a liberalised market all subjects involved in the gas business must share the
responsibility and risks pertaining to the security of supply.
Incipient operators must bear in mind the commitments already taken by the
incumbent operators. The latter have already planned and committed infrastructures
and supplies to meet demand in Europe, particularly in the continental countries, up
to the middle of the next decade, on the basis of long-tenn supply contracts most of
which have been agreed with producers located outside the European Union, and
which, in general, include TOP clauses.

4. SNAM'S NEW CHALLENGES
A gradual process of liberalisation should allow incumbent operators to gradually
diversify their activities in new gas market areas and/or enter new business

activities. They could move beyond their local and European boundaries in pursuit
of an international dimension.
The market will have to make the transition from the national to the European
dimension: as an example, Snam covers around 90% of the Italian market, but its
share of an integrated European market will be around 15%.
The opening up of the grid is certainly nothing new for ENI and Snam. Snam's gas
transmission network has in fact been open to third parties for many years.
In 1989an agreement was signed with ENEL for the transport of gas from Algeria
(via the TransMediterranean pipeline), a service which became operational in 1996.
At full flow 4 Bern are carried. What is important to note is that following this
agreement Snam made considerable investments on the gas pipeline connecting
Algeria with Italy.
Snam played an important part in resolving the problem of ENEL's LNG imports
from Nigeria (up to 3.5 Bern at full flow), a problem deriving from the difficulties
met in the construction of an LNG regasification plant in Italy. As known, the gas
will now arrive at the French terminal at Montoir and corresponding quantities will
be delivered to ENEL power stations in part from Russia via pipeline and in part as
LNG from Algeria delivered to the Panigaglia terminal. In this case too Snam has
committed itself to upgrading its transmission capacity from Russia and has made its
existing Italian regasification infrastructure available to third parties.
Taking advantage of the strength it derives from integration within the Eni Group
and by exploiting its experience and capabilities, Snam is already pursuing those
opportunities that are currently emerging in the world-wide market.
This is being achieved via partnerships in the production, transportation and sales
fields, as well as by the development of final markets.
These projects, which need to be developed with long-term entrepreneurial
approach, constitute a new challenge which is well suited to the capabilities of the
Eni Group's companies, such as in the technology of construction, market
development, integration and management of the gas chain, economic and financial
instruments required.
The following is a short list of the most important current projects:
• new transport infrastructures directed towards emerging markets (Croatia,
Greece);
• the development of new final markets, including integrated projects with the
power generation market (Jordan, Slovakia) to favour the realisation of export
projects (Egypt);
• integrated projects (Blue Stream, Libya).

These projects share a common long-term approach, with agreements spanning
many years, sometimes featuring TOP obligations, aiming to diversify gas supply
sources and/or types of energy.
This is typical of the gas industry.
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Snamns new challenges
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